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IDEAS WORTH SHARING. Six Silliman alumni talk about various topics during the
first ever TEDx talk in Negros Oriental. (From L-R) TV executive Oliver Amoroso,
foreign service officer Stacy Danika Alcantara, Mandaue City Treasurer Regal Oliva, artist Razcel Salvarita, Sports psychologist Dr. Michelle Joan D. Valbuena, and
novelist-professor Ian Rosales Casocot. The event was held last Feb. 3 at the Luce
Auditorium. PHOTO sourced from TEDxSillimanU

SU to charge flat rate on aircon fee
STARTING NEXT SCHOOL
year, energy or air-condition fee in
the university will be converted to
flat rate, meaning students are now
charged on a uniform or single fixed
rate regardless of usage.
This is according to Silliman
University (SU) Vice President for
Finance and Administration Atty. Fe
Marie Tagle in an interview with the
Weekly Sillimanian last Feb. 1.
“So we compute on a per month
basis, that’s why the determination

[of the fee] will come later. But this
time, it will be a flat rate. Averaging
ni sa rates of actual utilization per
year,” Tagle explained.
At present, students are charged
on the bases of classroom’s rate, class
size and number of hours the room
is used.
“We also talked with the
student government (SG) on this, we
explained to them how it looks like,
and they verbalized to us what were
the problems on having per hour per

Chrisse Martha B. Gillesania
News Writer
use (aircon fee rate). So we tried to
explain... we don’t want to gain on
anything, what is being charged to
us is what we will charge you,” said
Tagle.
This was after the SG
questioned last semester why
interns outside Dumaguete were
charged the energy fee when they

no longer used the classrooms.
Tagle said the administration
will hold another meeting with
the student government, faculty
and students this month to
explain in detail this conversion
to flat rates.
However, Tagle explained
that this will not be a consultation
like the imposition of a new fee,
since “only the modality of the
fee’s imposition is what is being
changed.”

Approval will not be called
for in the said meeting, Tagle said.
This is because the imposition of
the fee has already been approved
by the SU Board of Trustees and
SUSG in the past.
“The imposition of the rates
has already been approved [since
the start of the energy fee]. The
manner by which we imposed it is
what is being changed,” she added.
As of press time, no date for
the said meeting has been set. tws

No ‘ghost student’ in SU,
says SHS principal

THERE ARE NO “ghost students”
in Silliman University Senior High
School (SU SHS) assured SHS
principal Kemmon S. Kilat.
“There has never been and there
will never be Senior High School
‘ghost students’ here in Silliman,”
said Kilat in an interview with the
Weekly Sillimanian last Jan. 31.
This is in response to
Department
of
Education’s
(DepEd) warning to “penalize,
sanction or shutdown” schools
found to have “ghost” or nonexisting students who are recipients
of their Voucher Program.
DepEd’s
SHS
Voucher
Program offers financial assistance

Meilynne S onjaco
News Writer
to junior high school completers
who wish to pursue senior high
school in non-DepEd Schools
such as private high schools,
colleges and universities; local and
state universities and colleges and
Technical and Vocational schools
starting 2016.
Students
are
partially
subsidized for their tuition and
other school fees.
According to the Private
Education Assistance Committee
(PEAC), ghost students refer to
Voucher Program Beneficiaries
(VPBs) who are:

•listed in a particular school
but are really enrolled in another
school
•listed as “enrolled” but are not
attending class since the semester
started
•double-listed or have two
account IDs
•listed but whose enrollment as
a Senior High School student has
been terminated, and;
•VPBs who have multiple
absences that cannot be explained
by the school officials
In line with this, Kilat said
that SU SHS follows strict
measures during enrolment
to prevent “ghost student” P6

GMA Network executive talks on success as a “promdi”

PEOPLE FROM THE provinces
are globally competitive and should
not be ashamed of their roots, said
GMA Network’s Vice-President,
Oliver Victor Amoroso, during
TEDxSillimanU last Feb. 3 at Luce
Auditorium.
Amoroso, head of GMA
Regional TV Department, recalled
how the term promdi was associated
with derogatory definitions in the
past.
He mentioned an Inquirer
column of Michael Tan in 2006 that
said promdi was coined around the
1980s to mean “prom di province,”
capturing the superior attitude of

Francis Ryan B. Pabiania
News Writer

“city slickers” towards migrants from
the provinces.
He also cited a study by Miriam
College that said promdi was “a term
used to describe anyone who is a
hillbilly – crude, crass, and cheap.”
Despite this, Amoroso, who
was born in Manila but raised in
Bukidnon in Mindanao, said he is a
proud promdi.
“We have a long list of
individuals who have turned from
promdi to “lodi (idol)” with their
exploits in the worlds they’ve chosen
for themselves,” said Amoroso about

persons from the provinces who
excelled in their careers.
“From the fields of science,
business, education, government
service, to culture and the arts, these
brilliant and cool individuals make us
wear our provincial roots with pride,”
he continued.
Among those he mentioned
were internationally awarded Science
Teacher from Iloilo, Josette Biyo,
who had a planet named after her;
high schooler from Leyte, Hillary
Andales, who won P20M worth
of prizes for winning a global
science contest, and Visayan
topnotchers in law, medicine, P6

WORLD-CLASS ART. A woman admires the artworks by Fine Arts students at the
opening night of the 9th Horace B. Silliman Student Art Exhibition last Feb. 5 in
the newly-constructed Dr. Romeo Ariniego Art Gallery. PHOTO by Enrique Nicholas
Bejar
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PRESServe
T

he revocation of Rappler’s license to do business is a
clear curtailment of press freedom. At the same time, it
is a crackdown that strikes fear in the hearts of mass media
organizations.
We acknowledge the validity of the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s (SEC) decision to revoke Rappler’s license, saying
that it violated the Constitution, and that Rappler should be held
accountable for it. But, we also believe in due process. Rappler
should have been given enough time to correct its mistake.
Mass media are not new to harassments. We have faced
various layers of harassment before—threat to journalists’ lives
and legal-turning-to-violent accusations. However, at present,
there is another layer of harassment that
is more sinister than before—silencing
the press.
This harassment has reminded mass
media organizations that it can be very vulnerable despite the
power they possess.
Mass media institutions should, therefore, come together
to protect our rights and function as the watchdog of society.
They should rally the people to heed actions in this apparent
government intervention of the press. And the very people
who should be the first to stand up against this harassment are
members of the press themselves.
Communication schools and campus publications should
also support this cause. Campus journalists should go down from
the ivory towers of their institutions and fight for press freedom.
However, we believe that we need everyone’s support for press
freedom. The people need to understand that they need the press,
especially in this day and age when extra judicial killings become
rampant and government manipulation on false information
are polluting our “info-sphere.” This is not just the fight of mass
media, this is the fight of all citizens. The people should know
the importance of press freedom in THEIR DEMOCRACY.
Because once press freedom is lost, all our rights are lost.
The government has vast powers and it surely can stand
criticism. By using those powers to suppress the media as a
social institution, it is weakening the very foundation on which
governmental power rests. Governmental abuse leads to public
distrust and resentment. If trust is lost, the end cannot be far
behind.
The government should realize that what they need are not
trolls but sober and credible communication officers that win the
trust of a critical press. tws

editorial

DOGMAS
FOR ALL WOMEN
Joevic B. Baclayanto
News Writer

Facebook reminded me
last Friday that I was a naïve
“pro-life” high school student,
rallying and lighting vigil
candles opposing the pending
Reproductive Health Law back in
2011.

Coming from a Catholic school,
half of the values I learned aligned
with what the church decided for all
of us. But it had always left a weird
uneasy feeling in the back of my
head, like I was telling a lie, which I
wasn’t good at in the first place.
A few years later, I figured
out that religiously staying on the
internet gives you so much valuable
information on what the world and
other people has to say. In shaping
my beliefs, and somehow what
others would mock as “too sensitive”
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Compiled by Miles Therese Granada, Circulation Manager

‘THE MEEK CLARION’

“What can you say about the possible increase
of tuition fee in the university this June 2018?”

Michael Clarion D. Endab
Layout Artist

It’s okay to increase as long as we see the improvements or any projects. But if they increase just
for their own benefit, it’s unfair. We, students, are not all rich, we have other priorities, and it is
burdensome on the part of our parents who have to pay not only the high prices of commodities
but also our tuition. I’ve been here in Silliman since high school, and even if we expressly don’t
agree with this, they will still increase our tuition.
Jeanette P. Buling, BBA Management - III
I think that they should not increase it because some people can’t afford, like me, our parents
are working hard and they suddenly increased the tuition fee, why would they even increase the
tuition fee? Gipangkwartahan rata?
Franz Erick Aguilar Consing, BS in Mechanical Engineering - II
With the increase in tuition fee, I think every Sillimanian should be informed of how this breaks
down to what they actually pay for. Everyone deserves to have the confidence to know whether
what they are paying for is actually worth.
Kyle Shem G. Montealto, BS in Computer Engineering- V
The tuition fee as of now is quite high already in my own personal view. If this increase is made
possible, one problem would be that parents in the middle class would have a great burden in
sustaining their monthly/yearly financial budget. As a student, I think it is of greater priority for
the president or any high ranking supervisor in the university to understand the situation and
think every possible process.
Clifford R. Cuerpo, BS Biology-IV
This is unfortunate; however, it is expected especially with the new TRAIN law. We just
have to wait and see what happens and accept the decisions being made just as long as it
is for the better. My question for you is, doesn’t it increase every year?
Ace Vincent Timtim, BS Physical Theraphy- IV

Next Issue’s Question:
It’s the love month!
What simple ways can you do
to show your love for your loved ones?
For your answers, just scan the logo on the left or text the Circulation Manager
(09759664662). Indicate your full name (with middle initial), course and year.
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opinions, it wasn’t an easy prayer. I
needed to unlearn values that do not
favor me or the women around me.
And I decided to learn a new set of
dogmas that raised the standards on
how women should be treated in the
society.
As I shape my beliefs through
the years, I continuously ask myself
“Is this kind?” “Is this empathetic?”
and “Will this be favorable to all,
despite differences?”
Now in the year 2018, I consider
myself as “pro-choice,” believing that
all women should be inclusive to
deciding in any social, economic, and
political choices.
Even though the RH Law has
already been passed, there are still
people who frown upon the decision
that goes against the conservative

Feature Writers

Just when the numbers
declared the iron-fisted Rodrigo
Duterte president-elect, a fleet
of politicians crossed over to his
banner Partido Demokratikong
Pilipino-Lakas ng Bayan (PDPLaban) Party. Weeks before the
President’s inauguration, the
PDP-Laban amassed and secured
a supermajority coalition in the
17th Congress.

Even local officials are not
exempt from this epidemic. For
instance, Negros Oriental Governor
Roel Degamo, who supported Mar
Roxas of Liberal Party (LP) during
the 2016 elections, reverted to PDP
Laban months after the elections.
More than 600 local politicians in
the province pledged allegiance in
September 2016, according to a
Negros Chronicle report. And since
the barangay elections is scheduled
this year, and
another national
and local elections next year, the
influx of new members and pending
membership applications nationwide
is an expected outcome, which urged
PDP Laban President Aquilino
Pimentel III to extend the party’s
deadline for recruitment until the
end of this month.
Esther Micah B. Gillesania
Chrisse Martha B. Gillesania
Francis Ryan B. Pabiania
Meilynne Gem C. Sonjaco
Edna Lhou P. Masicampo
Joevic B. Baclayanto
Jameela I. Mendoza

The outbreak of turncoats--or
balimbing in Filipino parlance-is always expected during election
season. As
remembered, the
country’s political color and symbol
was dominated by yellow and “L”
hand signs, signifying LP,as early as
when Noynoy Aquino entered the
presidential race.
But House Speaker Pantaleon
Alvarez was quick to defend the
PDP Laban converts, reprimanding
the media for calling them balimbing.
“For me this is loyalty to the country.
If you believe in the administration’s
program for meaningful change, then
you align with the political party
of the president,” he said during
a meeting with Northern Luzon
Alliance in 2016.
In it for service or for personal
interests, politicians always fall into
the patronage or padrino system,
which has perennially been the
framework of Philippine politics. It
is a common Filipino value system
where one gains favor such as
appointment or promotion, or merely
popularity to the voting population,
through friendship (cronyism) or
family relations (nepotism) with the
influential or powerful, instead of
individual capability. And what better
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majority. Just last year another threat
occurred when the Supreme Court
issued a temporary restraining order
on some contraceptive pills and
implants. Not only that, according
to Inquirer.net, 560,000 Filipinas
undergo abortion each year, 90,000 of
them seek medical help and around
1,000 die from complications.
By looking at this how can we,
collectively as women, feel secure that
all of our needs will be served?
Uneventfully in the Philippines,
disgust would be the first reaction,
linking “pro-choice” only to abortion.
But what people don’t know is that
this advocacy benefits all women,
supporting
access to safe and
medically prescribed contraceptives
that stop unwanted pregnancies, ease
menstrual cramps and even prevent
sexually transmitted diseases. Thus,
despite being a taboo it should include
getting a safe and legal abortion!
But for now we can only imagine
a place wherein women are free and
confident of their bodies, if it ever
happens then that would heavenly. tws

ways can politicians secure their seat
to advance their interestsor appease
their greed of power than to side
with the most powerful person in the
land. This has always been the cycle-a political malady that could take
years or centuries to break, or maybe
never at all, which overlooks those
who are truly capable and passionate
in service. And as the padrino
system persists, checks and balances
in government could possibly be
curtailed or skipped, which in effect
could swarm the government with
corrupt and incompetent leaders,
stunt our country’s development and
leave societal problems unresolved.
Basically, a political party is
formed by leaders who share the
same goals and aspirations for the
community and the country; hence
the party they are in speaks volumes
of their ideals and personality. Crossovers could mean a change of ideals or
simply just an attempt to gain favor.
This attempt could have sprung from
say, “loyalty to the country,” as what
Speaker Alvarez said, or loyalty to self
– who can tell? It is then immensely
imperative in us citizens to be more
discerning about the programs that
our local and national leaders are
working on. For the Filipino majority
to thrive in a padrino-propelled
politics, we need to have a critical
mindset and a sound judgment as
to which leaders should be retained
or restrained. To be deceived brings
regress, but to choose the deserving
will bring progress. tws
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The stories behind Lyrics &Melodies

Angelica Mae D. Gomez and Kyle Reyes
Feature Writers
Valentine Songwriting Competition 2018 is just around the corner. Before we listen to their very relatable-music and #nakaka-LSS entries this Feb. 14 at Luce Auditorium, let us get to know
first the #hugot of the 10 songwriters and take a glimpse of the stories behind their lyrics and melodies.
Here is some information about our student composers with a line or two of their songs:

“Deep”
by Derick Ho

“On Second Chances”
by Emerald Holly Tago

“Happy Place”
by Enzo Miguel Pastrano

…Although you think you
found the one, it doesn’t mean they
are one…
Derick Ho is a third
year
computer
science
student. He was born in the
Philippines but grew up in
California, USA. Two years
ago, Derick’s parents decided to
let him finish college here in the
Philippines.
He shared that the song, “Deep,” is about a
relationship that
lasted for years but came to an end because a girl cheated on a guy
and fell out of love. “Actually, I wrote this in my ex’s perspective
because I was the one who left. “Although I didn’t cheat on her
or leave without a proper reason, it was the fact that we lasted
five years and then I had to make the decision to end things. It
seemed like no matter what reason there was to leave, five years
was something an explanation can’t return,” he added.

…Do the stars need to align?
Or do we wait for a sign
‘Til we’re stronger, older,
wiser?...

…I keep minding your business,
‘coz I got no life
Yeah you were mine not once
but twice…

Through this song, Emerald
wanted to emphasize that hard
work and the right timing truly
pay off when one looks for a good

When Enzo wrote “Happy
Place,” it was a mixture of
feelings. After completing the
song, he found out that it had a
story line: two star-crossed lovers
who are looking for a secret hideout

where they could reflect on everything.
He also said that this song would be a reminder for those who
have forgotten to put themselves first.
“It could be a reminder [of ] how important ‘Self Worth’ is.”
Enzo is a Speech and Theatre student from the College of
Performing and Visual Art who loves every form of art.

“Vows”
by Sam Akinbode

“Everything I Ever Need”
by Kyle Shem Montealto

…I promise to be there when life’s
good and pleasing
When you’re hurt or bleeding
I’ll stay through each phase
No matter what we face…

…One day I’ll see that sun
across the line
There we’ll see forever meeting
tomorrow…

Kyle dedicates this song
to his special someone and the
special adventure that he went
through in order to finally meet
her. “Up until now I’m still amazed how the Author of life created the
adventure before we met.”
Kyle said the lines “One day I’ll see…” symbolizes the finality
of their story after going through the first stages of becoming one with
his lover to conquer the future.
Kyle is a 20 year old 5th Year Computer Engineering student
from Cebu who grew up in the United Arab Emirates.

“Pagya”
by Renemar Sedilles

“What Might Be”
by Raymund Facturan
and Clan Porgalinas

…Let them out. I’m talking about your fears. You
don’t have to drown in all your tears…

…Maygane nay nipagya,
nakatabang ug pakita na kitang
duha para gyud sa usat-usa…
Renemar Sedilles, a third
year social work student, was
inspired to write ‘Pagya’ because
of the love story of a good friend
who fell in love with his best friend.
He said they eventually developed
their feelings for each other through
their friends’ constant teasing.
“I think many millennials, especially my fellow students, can relate
to this because we live in [an] environment where we always ‘pagyapagya or sunlog-sunlog’ our friends and that some eventually develop
their feelings because of it,” Sedilles said.

“Pareho”
by Lorie Jayne C. Soriano

relationship.
“..Most people think that there’s only an external locus
of control (like fate or destiny) and leave it to that instead of doing
hard work…”
Emerald said people tend to wait for signs like a “special go
signal” from the universe that a couple is meant to be but as you grow
older you realize that something will truly work if you put in the effort
and commitment into the relationship.
Emerald is a junior medical student. She had been joining the
Valentines Song Writing Competition with her husband during their
undergrad years.

Raymund Facturan, a third year psychology
major, and Clan Porgalinas, fifth year mechanical
engineering student, were band mates since high
school. They usually write their own songs and play
them in their gigs especially during debuts and
birthdays.
For ‘What Might Be,’ Porgalinas and Facturan shared that they drew inspiration from an anonymous confession on Facebook of a guy regretting
some decisions he made about his love life.
“It was the most heartbreaking story we’ve
read so we decided to make a song out of it,” Facturan said.
“We came up with the song when our bandmate started playing a riff that he made and I
thought of writing a song based on that confession
on Facebook and the riff that our bandmate made,”
Porgalinas said.

…Gusto mo ring umalis. Alam dahil magkarugtong ating damdamin
Ngunit sana pagkatapos ng lahat, pareho pa rin ang uuwian natin…
While writing this song, Lori wanted to take love in a
different angle. She wanted to write a song that was more than the
usual “dreamy feel[ing]” that she always hears.
In this song she wanted to prove that being “Pareho” in
certain things with a significant other can be a cause of quarrel.
“Because even if they like certain things, they have different ways on how to get it, making them have a little or big fight.”
Lorie Soriano is a 23 year-old graduate from the College of Mass
Communication and is currently studying again in the College of Education in
Silliman University.

Samuel was puzzled why most
couples stop staying together even
after so many years. They seem to break
it off no matter how long they have stayed
together. He never stopped wondering what made them decide to stop
loving each other.
“Did it get boring? Or do people just get up one day and decide
that they want a change of partner?”
He may not have the answers but he hopes this song serves as a
reminder (to those who are thinking of breaking up) about the vows
and commitments that a couple promised each other.
“It’s also for people who are ready to close in on the deal and tie
the knot with someone they care about.”
Samuel Akinbode is a College Of Computer Studies student who
enjoys football, FIFA, good music and tomatoes.

“Be With You”
by Tzed Generoso
…I have found the woman, the one I
want to share the rest of my life with. I
wanna be that someone, someone you’d
be afraid of losing ohh how good it is to
be loved by you…
Tzed Generoso, fifth year mechanical engineering student, said that
he penned his song, ‘Be With You’ to express
what he feels for someone he loves.
“I just want to express what I feel for someone I’m in
love with and I wrote her a song,” Generoso said.

“Aking Reyna”
by Eric Duhaylungsod
…Di mo kailangan ng korona para mahalin kita,
Di mo kailangan pang rumampa upang ganda’y mapakita,
Sa ngiti mo lang aking napagtanto na kay saya palang
mabuhay sa mundo…
Eric Duhaylungsod, fourth year architecture student, drew
his song’s inspiration from Ellise Anne Dolleton, Miss Silliman 2016 4th Runner up.
He said he wrote ‘Aking Reyna’ days after 70th Miss Silliman Pageant.
“I’m a huge fan and I was rooting for her but unfortunately, she
didn’t win which led me to compose this song to express my admiration for
her and that she doesn’t need a crown to be loved by us, her fans.”
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2018 HONOR STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY HONORS
ADTOON, DARREN REY C.
AVANZADO, JOZAH L.
BAHINTING, RAY CHEN S.
BEAMISH, JASMINE Q.
BIAQUIS, ROYCE C.
CASULOC-AN, CARYL A.
JUAB, DARLENE C.
KIM, HYEON JUNG
LADERO, ALLISON CRUYFF V F.
MONTECINO, DOROTHY S.

NOTARTE, DIANA CHRISTINE A.
ORLINA, JONE ZELITA C.
REMOTO, IAN DMITRI L.
RUBIO, JOHN EDGAR C.
SINCO, JOLINA S.
SO, RYSHYL MARGARET C.
TAGSIP, FEBELLE T.
TEBIO, GEMMELLA M.
TUBALLA, JULIE E.
URIARTE, DUA AEKA A.

COLLEGE HONORS
ACERO, LIANNE DALE A.
AGRAVIADOR, MARIZ A.
AGUSTINO, JEZIELME P.
ALCANTARA, KORINA KIM R.
ALFEREZ, VERN JASMINE M.
ALFORQUE, ADRIAN JAY C.
AMORES, JENIEVIEVE ANN O.
ANDRES, MICHELLE K.
ARBON JR. III, PRIMO P.
ARTIAGA, JAMAICA B.
AVILA, CLOIE DANIELLE C.
BALAGON, VAL ANTHONY V.
BALATBAT, ERICKSEN T.
BALDOMAR, ERA MAE HANSEL BABE
BANTUGAN, KISHA MAURYLL D.
BINOYA, PRINCESS HARLEY G.
BUENAFE, ABRAHIM B.
BUENDIA, BENEDICT BOSCO Z.
BUYANTE, SOMMER J.
CABAGAY, RENZO JOHN PHILIP O.
CABALDE, ANDREA MAE O.
CADELIÑA, CONCH A.
CADUSALE, ABIGAIL GRACE G.
CALINGACION, CARLEE CHEROKEEH T.
CALUMPANG, RIZLENE RONDEMERE P.
CARORO, CARLISLE NAUDYN T.
CHAN, ROYD EDCEL G.
CHIO, RICA B.
CORDOVA, ARGIE KENT B.
DADANG, GUIDE R.
DATARO, ROCHELLE B.
DELA LIÑA, JJ D.
DELGADO, GOFER P.
DELOS SANTOS, MARGARITA CAMILLA M.
DEOCARIS, NICOLE ANNE C.
DIZON, JULIUS BLAKE C.
DURIAS, VALERIE G.
ELMACO, YASHMIN N.
ENDAB, MICHAEL DIOSIM C.
ENSOMO, RALENE JULLIANNE S.
ESO, FIEL HARVEY S.
EUMAGUE, JAPHETH B.
FALLER, SOULJAH H.
FERROLINO, LARA FE R.
FONTANOSA, LIELA GABRIELLE V.
FORROSUELO, TEOZAH MARA H.
FUERZAS, MYLES PAULINE A.
GABUCAN, SYLVIA EUREKAH
GADJALE, BENZHAR ALI Z.
GALERA, LAILA ISABEL M.
GAPOL, JARED ROSE T.
GEALON, SHIEGELLA RAE C.
GILLESANIA, CHRISSE MARTHA B.
GONIA, ARL RENZYL S.
HASSAN, NOURHAN C.
INFIESTO, CORINA JANE G.
ISIDTO, DAVE CARLSON A.
ISRAEL, ACHILLES ISIDORE Z.
JABUTAY, TIARA JAYA Y.
KIM, MYEONG SEOK N.
KITANE, KENDRICK M.
KWAN, KALYSSA MIA M.
LACIBAL, ZEANALYN U.

LACSON, KRISHA F.
LEMENCE, DENYSE F.
LIBO-ON, APPLE GEE C.
LIMPAO, REINE MARGUERITE A.
LLERA, JAYMICA V.
LOMOTOS, MARICHU P.
MAGALSO, FELROSE Q.
MALICAY, CHARLENE C.
MANABAN, MARC RODNEY S.
MANDI, PHOEBE MARIE M.
MENDEZ, LYJA LEI P.
MIRA, JOHN MONROE P.
MONTES, JULIANNE GRACE G.
MUÑEZ, CYRYL JOIE T.
MWOMBEKI, AJUNA N.
NGO, BENRASHDIE J.
NOLASCO, ROCHELLE NINA M.
OK, SUN REONG E.
OLAGUER, GENEVIEVE M.
OMADLAO, JARREN DEHM D.
OTOD, PHILSCENT MARK T.
PACULANANG, GIANNE MAFAYE A.
PACULARES, NOVIE MARIE T.
PAJANTOY, MEL GIBSON M.
PIÑERO, JOAN S.
PLANDO, JHUDIEL BRIGID L.
PLATA, JOHN CARLOS A.
PONO, ALTHEA C.
QUE, KEVIN ANTHONY R.
QUINAMOT, JIRYL KAYE R.
REAL, MAR JUDE D.
ROBIN, LOLYN FAITH C.
ROTEA, ALBERTITO CRUSIFIO S.
RUBI, FREA RIZZA V.
RUBIO, DAN JAIRUS D.
SAAD, CRISMARIO LESANDRO D.
SAGUBAN, JOANNIE DAWN A.
SAGUN, CHRISTIAN DENZEL T.
SALAUM, IVY MARIE F.
SALOMA, MARY ROSE T.
SAYCON, FRYNZY A.
SAYRE, SHARA CRISTELLE C.
SEÑEREZ, CHESTER W.
SIA, JHONNALYN MAE T.
SINAPUELAS, JEUNESSE INNA B.
SORIANO, MARY GENEN B.
SUMILE, CARMELITO JR. M.
SY, ERCEL LEE G.
TALAUB, NIÑA ROSE J.
TAN, SHEENA KHIMBER LEE B.
TANO, CHARISSE FITZI A.
TATOY, GAVIN MOREY V.
TINGCANG, VERA ROSE D.
TORNO, JAHLEL D.
TUBOG, STARLET A.
TUBOSA, MIKEE GERALYN C.
UBANAN, LEONARD D.
UMBAC, RYCEL MAY C.
UY, EUCLID CHRISTIAN R.
VELEZ, HANZ KYLE M.
VERSTREPEN, BRENT S.
YAESO, CHELLUH RANIEL P.
ZERNA, LYNDEL R.

SENIOR CLASS HONORS
ABRASALDO, ZSAMYLA NIKKA A.
ACAB, MA. CASANDRA C.
ALFARO, DENISE AYANA D.
ALFEREZ, KURT LOURD E.
AMAHIT, ADRIENNE TEDD A.
ANDOS, NEIL FRANZ M.
ARANAS, ALLISTER KIER A.
ARESGADO, ALLAN CARLO O.
ARRIETA, ANDREE JAY R.
ASONIO, NILMARIE J.
BADON, J-JIREH E.
BAGABOYBOY, LYNDRHEA D.
BALASABAS, VER JETHRO S.
BALDOMERO, STARLA R.
BANTOTO, NEIL R.
BARINAGA, CHRISTIAN JOSHUA S.
BARING, ELMER T.
BAYTION, PAULA CECILIA B.
BEIRA, JOHANN REY G.
BELARGA, KATHRYN JOY M.
BENITEZ, ANTONETTE B.
BULAGAO, JOCHEM AKEL P.
BULFA, PG OLIVIER
BUSCATO, MARIELLE E.
BUSTILLO, TYRA JAN Q.
CADIZ, CRISHA BELLE F.
CALASANG, LISETTE JOY B.
CALINAWAN, RAVEN NIKLAUS S.
CAMBONGGA, JULIA THERESE Q.
CARILLO, JOANNE THERESE A.
CASTILLO, RHEA F.
CATACUTAN, GEANETTE V.
CEBEDO, KYLE MARTIN E.
CHAVEZ, RHEA JANE
CHUA, SHEILA MAE N.
COLINCO, JEDIDIAH JAN L.
CONDE, CLINT L.
CORITICO, FRANZCEL CHRISTY C.
CORNELIA, BEA MARGAUZ E.
CORTEZ, HAZEL G.
CUANAN, JOSE BONIFACIO RAY E.
DAGANGAN, FRITZ AIZELLE B.
DALES, LEOANTRUVIC C.
DE CASTRO, SOLIMAR E.
DE LOS SANTOS, ANNA MARIE B.
DELA PEÑA, ADRIAN PAUL F.
DELA PEÑA, JESTONI G.

DICEN, JUN MARI D.
DOMINADO, JULIA ELIZABETH
DUHAYLONGSOD, JANEEN A.
ELLESO, JOSH NATHANEIL A.
EMPERADO, REGINE MAE M.
ENRIQUEZ, ANGELA ANNE L.
ESQUIERDO, RAYANEM E.
FAUSTO, MYANCE FRAN S.
FLORES, MARTHOM NIKKOLAUS C.
FONTANOSA, JOHANNA A.
FUTALAN, CHRISTIAN DOMINIC O.
GALIDO, JAHNMAINE SHOPHIE T.
GALLO, JIEVAN JOY B.
GAMOYAO, REYMART
GANSER, MARTIN BRYAN V.
GARLITO, SHARMAINE M.
GAVIOLA, ARLENE E.
GENILLA, JERAHMEEL S.
GERAGO, PHYL ANTOINETTE V.
GILLESANIA, ESTHER MICAH B.
GOM-OS, MIMARIE JOY M.
GONZALES, FRANCES-NICA Y.
JAMITO, KYRA D.
JERUSALEM, TANYA MARIELLE T.
KITANE, MARY CATHERINE C.
LACUESTA, ALEXANDER PHILLIP E.
LADO, ERXHA VINZINNA V.
LIBBY, GRESHEEN GIFT M.
LOBATON, CARR R.
LOCARIO, LYCA D.
LUCERO, YLLORAH LEIGH ADRIENNE T.
MACALIPAY, MARY JOY Q.
MALBUYO, DIVINE GLORY P.
MANANQUIL , JAKE ALEXANDER
MANUEL, JO-EVAN P.
MIRANDA, DEAN O.
MONTAÑO, RIENA E.
MONTEJO III, CARLOS O.
MONTESA, MARCO ALESSANDRO L.
MORALIDAD, KRISTINE ANNE C.
NEPOMUCENO, ANTHONY B.
NODADO, ALDWIN LLOYD T.
OJALES, FLOURIE MAE O.
ORACION, JANE MICAH A.
OZARRAGA, APRIL DENN P.
PACATANG, CHUTSVIEKA MAY
PADERANGA, ERALD M.

PALENCIA, JOSHUA M.
PALOMINO, KATE LOUISE P.
PAQUIBOT, EUNICE MOIRA Y.
PARAO, JOXEL V.
PASTOR, CHARLAINE FAYE T.
PINOTE, JESSER GALE
PLANDO, PIA CHRISTIE D.
POCOT, CLARICE
PONCE, IRIS FRENCE P.
PROCIANOS, MARC VINCENT G.
QUITARA, LYGENMAE E.
RACAL, JUSTINE MAY Y.
RAMIREZ, JEFFREY JR. O.
RATIFICAR, DHESMARY JANE R.
RIVERA, CRISTY LYN K.
RUBIA, RAIZZA PHOEBE K.
SABANAL, RANEL F.
SCHELLING, ANKE J.
SIBALA, NASTASHA ROAN B.
SILVA, JILL C.
SINCO, MICAH JUDE K.
SORDILLA, VANNIE ANNE B.
SUASIN, ZEN MAE U.

SUMAGAYSAY, GHIFT LYNBEL P.
TABILING, KARLA MELISSA C.
TILOS, RICCI A.
TIMONAN, JAN MICHAEL E.
TIU, EILA NATHAN L.
TOLEDO, ANGELO CARL V.
TORO, HONEY ROCHELLE ANN R.
TORREGOSA, KURT BRYAN O.
TRUMATA, SYDNEY B.
TUBASES, JOANNA JOYCE E.
TY, MARK VINCENT A.
VALLESPIN, MELBERT F.
VILLACRUCIS, GIAN LENZI L.
VILLAMOR, ALFONZO MIGUEL M.
VILLAROSA, NORAINE ABBYGALE M.
VILLEGAS, JOHN PAUL E.
VILLEGAS, VAL EDRIC H.
VILLOCINO, MARY ANGELICA A.
YBARSABAL, RESHEL B.
YEE, RITCHESKA C.
YOCOR, DIANAJAEN V.
YOLDI, EMILIO STEFANO B.

JUNIOR CLASS HONORS
ABILLAR, LISHLEY G.
ACHA, MAHALALEEL G.
AGIR, JASSHA DEBBIE B.
ALAMA, GEOFFREY JR. B.
ALATON, QUENIE S.
ALCANTARA, KRISTINA ERIKA B.
AMBO, MILO D.
AMIL, CHRISLYN A.
ANDUS, LESLIE ANNE E.
ANTONIO, ISABELLE MAE B.
APOLI, QUENNIE MARIE Q.
ARCO, LOREN MARIE T.
AUPE, GAMALIEL GLEE T.
AUSTRIA, ELAINE F.
AVILES, ANDREA M.
BACULNA, DEXTER PHILIP S.
BAGAYAS, RITCHEL DYAN Z.
BAILON, JENNICA ANNE A.
BALANSAG, KYLE C.
BANCAIREN, PINKY FAYE D.
BANDIAN, BANESSA B.
BANQUERIGO, ANA MAYANARA Y.
BANQUERIGO, LORRIENE FELIZ L.
BARUC, ALEXIA FRANCES Z.
BASCONES, FLORECA S.
BASONG, FELICE T.
BELONO-AC, JAY ANN O.
BIAL, ALAN MAY P.
BRUSELAS, RHEAN JULIE B.
BUENAVENTURA, EJ L.
BUENAVISTA, KENDALL MARIE
BULING, JEANETTE P.
BULING, JUNMAR P.
CABALLO, CLOIE ALEXI K.
CABRERA, ATHENA MARJOLIE L.
CABURIAN, MARJORIE ANNE P.
CADAYDAY, KENTH S.
CAGANDAHAN, ERECA R.
CASILE, DIANA ROSE S.
CASUL, JOSHUA E.
CATACUTAN, CARMWILL JANE GAY
CATADMAN, ALEX KATRINA I.
CATALAN, ROLLETE V.
CATAYLO, CAMILLE KATE V.
CATUBIG, PEARL IVY
CAYONGCONG, JUMAIAH PEARL C.
CINCHEZ, KITCH IRISH C.
CO, CONNIE CLAIRE A.
CONCEPCION, RYKILTH KNOX P.
CORTEZ, GUENIVERE F.
DAVAD, DAVIES T.
DE CASTRO, ALBERTO ANTONIO P.
DE LOS REYES, HANNAH I.
DELA CRUZ, JANELLE MAE N.
DELMO, ALYCKA SKY M.
DOTUSME, TEODORA N.
DUCA, MIKE FRANCIS G.
EGUIA, KASSANDRA JOYCE S.
ELLOREN, DAYANARA MIA P.
ENOPIA, MA. CARINA CASSIMIRA L.
ESTRABELA, DAVE E.
FERIDO, JOSHUA T.
FILOSOFO, ALLYZAH LYKA
FLORES, LEAH MARGARITA T.
FUENTES, UZZIEL GENE M.
FUERTES, SUZY MAE Y.
GABALES, JAMES Z.
GABUYA, TISHRI B.
GADOR, SHALLINIE P.
GAITERA, KARL JOSEPH M.
GALON, SHARA G.
GATILLO, NIEZEL JOAN R.
GEMIRA JERICA JOYCE P.
GERNADE, JORRAINE NATHALIE D.
GONGOB, RHODA LEE L.
GOOC, LINDSY B.
GORRE, CLAUDIA B.
GUEVARRA, SHEENA ADRIEN D.
GUMAHAD, DANISE JADE B.
HASEBE, SHINGO B.
IRA, SABRINA P.
JAIM, JANEENE MAY C.
JEONG, WAN
JOMAO-AS, JINAH RUTH G.

JOYOHOY, RIKKA JULIA R.
JUAREZ, LJ CHRISTWILL DIVINE G.
JULIAN, JYAMP T.
KHAN, ANNE MARGARETH L.
KHIO, ALEIN GEIL ADRIENNE B.
KIM, JI HYUN
KINILITAN, SAIDYNN MARIE G.
LADURA, RAE LEIAN C.
LAMBOLOTO, LJ ZAPHAN B.
LASTIMADO, PRECIOUS SHAM E.
LEGARA, GAYLE ROSE V.
LIRAZAN, PRIMZELLE U.
LUDOC, DAVE DIANNE O.
LUMAGOD, IAN CHESTER V.
MACARUBBO, CLARE MARIAN F.
MAHUSAY, MAJERLY D.
MANSO, SIDGIE NICOLE
MASICAMPO, EDNA LHOU P.
MATIBAG, MATT GAVEN
MICARANDAYO, HYACINTH T.
MIGULLAS, GEREK P.
NOVERO, SHANE ROHANI Q.
OLIS, ALLIAH LOUISE C.
OLPOS, MICAH LEY M.
OMAMALIN, ANDREA S.
OMIPING, DARWIN E.
ONGGON, BELLKIM KEITH S.
OPINA, RUBYLYN K.
ORACOY, OWEN R.
ORIO, ELAIKA T.
ORO, EZZRAH LEAH ROBBE D.
OSUMO, IRAH KAYE R.
PABE, JOHN MARK M.
PARO-AN, JANINE ANN D.
PARRILLA, MARLENE JANE A.
PARTOSA, VIANCA NICOLE D.
PASCO, CATHY KAYE Q.
PAWAKI, RAZEEN-KHAZAZ S.
PEPINO, KHYLLE PELMYRA A.
PERATER, TANYA MIKHAELA D.
PINTOR, PATRICIA ELLAINE E.
PIZARRO, GIFTALIA EVANS F.
PORCINA, THERESE D.
PROSPERO, ABIGAIL P.
QUIBIDO, AGNES B.
QUIBOYEN, GRACE D.
RADDATZ, KATHARINA HALEY C.
RAGAY, ANGELIKA FAITH B.
RAGAY, HONEY BUNCH
RAGAY, REGINA ALEXIS P.
RAGUDO, RENNA CLAIR G.
RAMIREZ, MEL MICHELLE DAWN T.
RAMONAL, SHAUN KRYSTAL G.
RECAMARA, MAYBELLE H.
REGENCIA, JAMES JOLSON T.
SALBORO, JULIENE E.
SARMING, GWYNETH ROSCIEL E.
SCHELLING, ROBERT J.
SIASON, WILSON J.
SIENES, GABRIEL LEONARDO V.
SUBONG, MARIANNE JOYCE Q.
SY, MICHELLE AUBREY Y.
TABILON, TEDEE S.
TAN, BIANCA LOUISSE S.
TAYKO, KYANA ANGELA R.
TEOPE, ANN MARIE B.
TERAMOTO, JOVELYN C.
TEVES, KRISTINE MAE M.
TIMTIM, OLGA MAE A.
TOMENTOS, THEA FAYE CHERUVE
TORRILLO, ALEXANDRIA T.
TRASMONTE, DAREECE JOAB B.
TROPEZADO, FRANCES ANN T.
TUANDA, NOVIEMAE B.
UMBAC, ROSEMARIE MAE D.
UYMATIAO, JOHN GARETH S.
VILLANUEVA, FRANZ ANDREI U.
VILLARANDA, KOBE BRYANT O.
VILLARMEA, LORELEE GEN B.
VILLEGAS, KLAUSKA PAT MARUSHKA
VIOLETA, KATE FRANCIS C.
WARREN, CRYSTAL JOY O.
YRAD, JESSICA BARBRA R.

SOPHOMORE CLASS HONORS
ASCURA, CHRISTIAN JOSEPH G.
DE GUZMAN,DAVID ALLEN B.
FRY, NICOLE A.
FUERZAS, PSALM VINCENT JUDE M.
MADRIDEO, RIA DANIELLE F.
NADAL, KHRYSTYN E.
NOCETE, SEAN FRANCIS C.
PADILLA, ESTHER FAITH M.

PILAPIL, MELODY M.
PUNTUAL, JEANICE ANGELA J.
RAMBUYON, ISHSHA BANIKA G.
REYES, DENICE JANN L.
RUIZ, NOVEL KEM S.
SERATE, LOUISE ANGELA R.
SOTTO, KATHRYN ISABEL R.

FRESHMEN CLASS HONORS
ARPON, IAN L.
CEZAR, RONALD O.
DIMAYA, MILBERT P.
DIOLESTE, TRISHA MINNOLLI U.
GABOR, ALYSSA ABIGAIL P.
HAMAD, SHEENA M.

LLENO, REGINA FAYE R.
MARIÑO, BOBBY B.
OCER, NIKKI LIONEL E.
PILAPIL, HARTCHEL M.
SOLIS, JOSHUA GENE R.

Congratulations!
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TEDxSillimanU
encapsulated:

Language, Athleticism, Artivism,
Equality and Diplomacy
Jameela I. Mendoza
News Writer
Palanca - awardee Ian Casocot’s “Language We Breathe In” examBisaya as a means of literary expression and the negative
connotations attached to the local dialect. Americanized educational
systems that patronize the mastery of the English language is a possible
reason, Casocot said, recalling the “badge punishment system” to discourage students from speaking the dialect in class and speak English
instead.
ined the use of

In “Quintessential and Queer,” Regal Oliva recounted his days as a

Here is the summary of five
other TEDxSillimanU speeches
last Feb. 3 at Luce auditorium.

student who was already aware of his sexual preference and identity at
a young age and the struggles of the LGBTQI community which he faced

Silliman. He continLGBTQI rights as a lawyer, social activist and public
official in Mandaue City, Cebu.
and witnessed especially during his college days in
ues to fight for

I dream of the day to see more (LGBTQI)
people serve in the fields of law, medicine,
education, military, air force, navy, and in
all fields less taken because of fear of
discrimination.’’

(Bisaya) is a word we give ourselves as a
people, as a culture, as a language; Bisaya
is us...How were we brainwashed to think
of ourselves as the very synonym of something that is bad?’’

Moreover, Razcel Jan Salvarita’s “Artivism: Effecting Environmen-

tal Consciousness through Art” explained what it means to be an “artivist.” Before the age of “clicktivism,” a term used to describe the use of online platforms to facilitate activism,

Salvarita marched in Dumaguete’s

downtown area half naked, painted in all white to protest against a
former congressman’s idea of further exploring Lake Balinsasayao. Sal-

varita said “artivism,” like his “Save Balinsasayao Twin Lakes” performance

As a sports psychologist and athlete, Michele Valbuena understands
what makes team sports a challenging feat for the human mind. In her
talk, “The ego is most challenged in dragon boat,” she shared her experience as member of dragon a boat team, “Team Hilera.” Valbuena emphasized that it takes more than physical skill to make it in team sports,
particularly in dragon boat where all members have to perform equally.

(In dragon boat) there is no Most Valuable
Player…If someone is highly egoistic because
one’s ego has an intense need for appreciation and recognition, dragon boat will be
most challenging to the person.’’

Joevic B. Baclayanto
News Writer

art and campaign, is a nonviolent protest that can enhance public discussion and bring about social change.

potential of cities to further develop by establishing relations with other

I use creativity as a channel to activate
concepts and strategies to respond and
address particular environmental and social concerns.’’

cities around the world.

Specialized government offices in cities can be

established and international partnerships between cities can be forged
as ways for the government and
ments of the country.

LGUs to fulfill international commit-

For foreign policy to be felt by the people,
it must be brought closer to the people.’’

Fine arts studentS sweep
first place in photo contest

THREE FINE ARTS major students swept the first places in a class-photo exhibit
centered on the “Day in the Life of Dumagueteños” last Feb. 1 at Luce auditorium.
Mirjam Dalire’s “Lover’s Carving” and Stein Maulad’s “Little Market Boy”
received P4,000 in cash while another first placer, Shine D. Manso’s “Birthday
Party” bagged the “Best Show” award, receiving P6,000.
The exhibit displayed a series of photos from 32 Mass Communication and
Fine Arts students enrolled under the Photography class of Ted Padova, faculty
member at the College of Performing and Visual Arts.
Second place was given to four students from the College of Mass Communication:
“People Inside the Angle” by Leo Lee, “Grace in Frustration” by Gloria Lumayag,
“Boulevard Loving People” by Momo Inoma, and “Balut” by Jameela Mendoza.
The third placers were “Kayod” by Soon Yi Jurado, “Borrowed” by Sommer
Buyante, “Pagtan- aw” by Margarita De Los Santos and “Impecunious” by Gemma
Domen. tws

“Happy Birthday” by Manso

Foreign relations and globalization were redefined by Stacy Danika
Alcantara in her “Diplomacy and the City” talk, which highlighted the

“LITTLE MARKET BOY” BY MAULAD

“lOVER’S CARVING” BY DALIRE
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Lunar Interactions. This year’s February is not just all about the romantic love that we usually celebrate. This month, we are also blessed by the cosmic
pyramid—a series of lunar pairings and partial solar eclipses.
MOON PAIRS WITH
SATURN
(FEBRUARY 11)

Hanging low in the
southeastern sky before
sunrise, the moon will lie
beside the planet with the
most rings—Saturn.

MARS BEFRIENDS
ANTARES
(FEBRUARY 12)

The two orange-hued dots
of light will make the night
sky beautiful when the rival
becomes a friend.

Compiled by Merell Lystra Recta ,Feature Wrtier via https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/02/skywatching-guide-february-solar-eclipse-meteors-moon-space-science/#/feb28-2018.jpg

HITTING THE
BULL’S EYE
(FEBRUARY 23)

MEETING REGULUS
(FEBRUARY 28)

The moon will be near the
constellation Leo and will
perch above the heart of
the heavenly lion, Regulus
when darkness falls.

On this evening, the
moon will be close to a
bright orange star named
Aldebaran or commonly
known as bull’s eye.

Violent attacks still threaten Filipino journalists
By Celia E. Acedo, Silliman University Research and Environmental News Service

VIOLENT
AT TA C K S
CONTINUE
to
plague
Philippine journalists and the crimes
go unpunished because government
protection mechanisms are ineffective
and the legal system is dysfunctional,
according to a 2017 report by the
Asian Institute of Journalism and
Communication in Manila.
The report said the Philippines
ranked as the third deadliest country
for journalists, after Iraq and Syria,
based on the number of killings since
1992, and even though the Philippines
was “enjoying peaceful democracy
rather than being technically at war.”
The report is part of a sevencountry study by the non-profit
organization International Media
Support (IMS), in partnership with the
International Federation of Journalists
(IFJ). It is funded by the Danish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs under the
project, “Promoting the UN Plan of
Action on Safety of Journalists and the
Issue of Impunity.”
The studies are published in a

roundup
No ‘ghost ...

from page 1

listings.
“We [SU SHS Department]
are having a face-to-face advising
of students with documents. No
documents, no enrollment. Also,
GMA Net...

book entitled, Defending Journalism,
released by IMS in October 2017.
The Philippine report cited figures
from the Center for Media Freedom
and Responsibility (CMFR), which
recorded “151 cases of journalists
being killed in connection with their
work in the Philippines from 1986 to
2016, including the 2009 Ampatuan
Massacre in which 58 people were
slaughtered, 32 of them journalists.”
In another report, the National
Union of Journalists of the Philippines
(NUJP) reported a higher figure--172
journalists murdered during that
same period, but that figure includes
killings that may not be work-related.
The report said perpetrators
of violence against journalists are
rarely prosecuted. Over the twentyyear period, as of November 2016,
there were only 17 convictions for
the murders, but justice was not
fully served because not a single
mastermind of the crimes was
prosecuted.
The
Philippine
Permanent

Delegation to UNESCO reported to
the UNESCO Director-General in
September 2014 that in the 55 cases
considered as media killings from
2003 to 2014, only 10 resulted in the
convictions of the perpetrators.
In the 2009 Ampatuan massacre,
not a single perpetrator has been
found guilty.
The impunity sweeps across
a vibrant Philippine mass media
that “typically are not subject to
government
interference.”
The
Philippines has 67 newspapers (6
of them national dailies), 436 TV
broadcast stations, 411 AM broadcast
radio stations, and 1,014 FM
broadcast radio stations—apart from
the 33 radio stations owned by the
government’s Philippine Broadcast
Service.
The report blamed the slow and
dysfunctional justice system for the
unsolved crimes. “Legal remedies
have in practice done little to dislodge
the culture of impunity. Justice
procedures in the Philippines advance

we have staff focusing only on the
Voucher Program,” he said.
Kilat shared that Silliman
University as well as DepEd is very
strict regarding this matter to avoid
corruption.
“Because most, if not all, SHS
students are voucher recipients,

fund from government, to support
SHS education.”
A SU SHS student from a
public junior high school receives
P17,000 per year. Meanwhile,
P10,000 is subsidized to senior
high students from private schools.

thought that I couldn‘t write and
speak articulately because I graduated
from a provincial school. Big projects
were assigned to someone who spoke
with the accent,” he said.
Fast forward to his career, he
realized that studying in Luzon,
Visayas and Mindanao has enabled
him to become more effective in his
job in pushing for a programming
more attuned to stories, voices and
viewership outside Metro Manila.
“I am currently the executive-incharge of production of GMA’s toprating and award-winning regional
newscasts ‘Balitang Amianan’ in
Luzon and ‘Balitang Bisdak’ in the
Visayas, and the groundbreaking
Mindanao-wide news program, ‘One
Mindanao‘.”
Amoroso is also involved in
community livelihood programs
and projects influencing business
and policy makers “to commit to
sustainable development policies and
approaches, and engage the locals
in promoting heritage and cultural

awareness, gender empowerment
and environmental conservation
education…”
“There’s a need now more than
ever to be very passionate in engaging
Filipinos, especially those in the
provinces, to be active participants
for the development of regional and
provincial communities,” he said.
He advised promdis to be never
hurt by the misconceptions about
them.
“…But one thing I learned
about being promdi is that we are
determined to succeed despite
circumstances we are facing. We
continue to educate ourselves and
seek higher learning,” he said.
“Promdis
are
globally
competitive and see opportunities.
We don’t stop and rest on our laurels.”
TedxSillimanU, with the theme
“Convergence, Divergence”, was
independently organized by a group
of students headed by sophomore
Foreign Affairs student, Royd Edcel
Chan. tws

tws
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engineering and education last year.
Amoroso said studying in
Silliman in his college years has
enabled him to discover and respect
the diverse culture of students.
“In Silliman, I felt that there
was no ‘right’ or ‘superior’ culture.
Every person’s culture is valid, and
no culture is ‘better’ than another,”
he shared.
He was active in the College
of Mass Communication and the
SU Student Government, and later
became the associate editor of the
Weekly Sillimanian (1998-1999)
and the editor-in-chief of Portal
Yearbook 2001.
However, his journey to the
bigger city of Manila wasn’t easy.
His resume was placed at the bottom
among ten shortlisted candidates for
a job he was applying simply because
he graduated from the Visayas. Even
after he got a job two weeks after
graduation, he still experienced
discrimination.
“There were people who

DOST online resources
now accessible at SU Main Library

TWO SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY
(SU) Main Library standalone
computers, holding thousands of
Science and Technology research
resources, were switched online last
December.
Science
and
Technology
Academic and Research-Based
Openly Operated Kiosk Stations
(STARBOOKS), also known as
information kiosks, is a program

Francis Ryan B. Pabiania
News Writer

that provides titles of digitized
journals, serial publications, reference
materials, annual reports, theses and
dissertations, technical and project
reports.
Upon free registration, students
can access and save digital materials
they need on their standard Universal
Serial Bus (USB) drives.

STARBOOKS was developed
by the Department of Science and
Technology’s Science and Technology
Information Institute (DOST-STII)
and it has made available directories
of DOST-STII’s library materials
and videos from different DOST
agencies.
The information kiosks are
located on the first and second floors
of the SU Main Library.tws

at an extremely slow pace. A human
rights lawyer for the Ampatuan
victims estimated that it could take
55,000 years to try all the cases in
court.”
Jose Manuel Diokno, dean of
the De La Salle University College
of Law in Manila, attributed high
impunity rates to “shoddy police
work, ineffective police investigation
and weak prosecution, as well as to
congested court dockets and a lack of
judges and prosecutors.”
Over the past decade, Philippine
presidents, in response to outcry
against journalist killings, have created
five task forces to monitor the crimes,
help arrest the suspects involved, and
assist in prosecution. These bodies
count as members, cabinet officials
working with the police and nongovernment organizations.
“In practice, however, these bodies
have disappointed press freedom
advocates, who criticize them for their
lack of independence and credibility,
the low-level participation by non-

government organizations, and the
lack of political will to go beyond the
perfunctory creation of a committee or
task force.”
If journalists are not being killed,
they are threatened with multi-million
libel cases (a criminal offense in the
Philippines) or with harm--many of
the threats being delivered online.
For example,
the Philippine
Center for Investigative Journalism
website and blog were hacked on July
29, 2016, after the publication of its
reports on the war on drugs and its
Know Your Rights series.
In September 2016 two female
journalists from the CMFR received
online threats of rape and harm to
their families after they were accused
of sharing information with a foreign
reporter on Duterte’s war on drugs.
On December 8, 2016, the
Facebook page of Reuters correspondent
Manny Mogato was hacked. His cover
photograph was changed, and the words
“Duterte is my President” were written
across it tws

tWS wins in national
campus journalism contest
S ommer J. Buyante
News Editor

THE WEEKLY SILLIMANIAN
(tWS) bagged four awards at the
Organization of Student Services
Educators, Inc., (OSSEI) National
Conference on Campus Journalism
and 11th Writing Competition last
Feb. 1-3 in Baguio City.
Editor-in-chief
Ray
Chen
Bahinting, and layout artist Irah
Kaye Osumo of Silliman University’s
official campus publication were
among the winners out of more than
150 participants from 52 different
colleges and universities nationwide.
Bahinting won 2nd place in
News Writing, 4th place in Feature
Writing, and 7th place in Editorial
Writing while Osumo won 5th place
in newspaper layout design.
According to Bahinting, the
weekly publication has trained them
not just in writing their stories but
also in being calm and collected over
the course of the competition. He
added that they have to maintain a
“national-contest-quality output per
week”.

“Those awards mean nothing had
we not published our 21st issue. Prior
and even during the competition, our
main goal was to publish,” he shared,
pointing out that even in the time of
competition; they had to work for
coming issue of tWS.
However, Bahinting said the
conference has made me him realize
how “subpar tWS is in terms of
graphics and visual content”.
“I do not denigrate our paper-in terms of lay out—however I
cannot help but compare how better
their paper was in terms of printing
and visual quality,” he said.
He added, “However, I would
like to highlight that other campus
publications come out quarterly or
monthly. I have not met any school
publishing on a weekly basis but
tWS.”
Melita Aguilar, OIC-Dean of
the College of Mass Communication,
accompanied the tWS team in the
said contest. tws

